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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Morando, Giuseppe, 1866-1914.
Title: Giuseppe Morando letters, 1905-1908
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 312
Extent: 0.01 cubic ft. (1 folder)
Abstract: Consists of four letters written by Morando, probably to an English Roman Catholic prelate.
Language: Materials entirely in Italian.
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Little biographical information about Giuseppe Morando was found. He lived from 1866-1914, and was a professor whose books included *Dell’invenzione e Altri Scritti Filosofici*, *Lo Scetticismo e Gaetano Negri*, and *Compendio del Corso Elementare di Filosofia ad Uso Dei Licei*.
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Scope and Content Note
This collection is comprised of four letters in Italian written by Morando, probably to an English Roman Catholic prelate. The letters include a discussion of modernism.